Rapidly growing research reveals complex yet systematic consequences of collaboration on memory in young adults, but much less is known about this phenomenon in older adults. Young and older adults studied a list of categorized words and took three successive recall tests. Test 1 and 3 were always taken individually, and Test 2 was done either in triads or alone. Despite older adults recalling less overall than young adults, both age groups exhibited similar costs and benefits of collaboration: Collaboration reduced both correct and false recall during collaborative remembering, was associated with more positive beliefs about its value, and produced reminiscence, collective memory, and some forgetting in its cascading effects on postcollaborative recall. We examine the role of retrieval organization in these effects. As environmental support may play a substantial role in healthy aging, the relatively preserved effects of collaboration on memory in older adults hold promise for testing judicious uses of group remembering in aging.
People report using different strategies to compensate for agerelated declines in memory and cognition, such as increased reliance on external memory aids, increased time and effort when trying to remember, and greater use of intentional mnemonic strategies (Dixon, de Frias, & Backman, 2001 ). One readily available resource for older adults is a collaborator. Collaboration as a way to optimize performance and compensate for age-related cognitive change has been studied in several domains, including problem solving, reasoning and decision making, and storytelling (Berg et al., 2007; Gould & Dixon, 1993; Margrett & Marsiske, 2002; Meegan & Berg, 2002; Smith et al., 2009; Strough, Cheng, & Swenson, 2002; Strough, McFall, Flinn, & Schuller, 2008) . Collaboration is important to study in the context of memory because people often learn and remember in a social context, and it may provide environmental support in the form of external cues that can help reduce age-related memory deficits (Craik & Anderson, 1999) .
In the last decade, a rapidly growing literature has examined the impact of collaboration on memory in young adults (Barnier & Sutton, 2008; Weldon, 2001) . Predictably, collaborative recall is higher than individual recall, attesting to the adage that two heads are better than one (Yuker, 1955) . But as we recently described in a comprehensive review , the emerging picture is in fact complex in the costs and benefits shown both during collaboration and in postcollaborative memory. In brief, while collaboration leads to higher group recall than that of each of its individual members, it nonetheless reduces group recall to being less than its actual potential, a phenomenon known as collaborative inhibition (Weldon & Bellinger, 1997) . At the same time, collaboration can benefit group recall by reducing recall errors or intrusions. Further, there are postcollaborative consequences: Prior collaboration can increase each group member's later individual recall, but can also lead to forgetting in postcollaborative individual recall. These costs and benefits resulting from collaboration can shape the individual memories of group members in systematic ways such that group members carry forward more overlap in their memories and develop shared or collective memories (Hirst & Manier, 2008) . Indeed, while there is fascinating emerging evidence on the formation of such collective memories (Cuc, Ozuru, Manier, & Hirst, 2006) , no past research to our knowledge has examined this phenomenon in older adults. Further, in light of these complex social influences both during collaborative recall and in postcollaborative individual recall, it is important to assess whether people subjectively experience the process of collaboration to help or hurt their performance. This question is especially relevant with respect to older adults in that environmental support (Craik & Anderson, 1999) as well as the hypothesized benefits of collaboration for emotional regulation (Wessel & Moulds, 2008 ) may be particularly important for healthy aging. As currently available evidence is not only scant but also addresses only some of these collaborative memory phenomena in older adults, the present study tested the core aspects of five key issues to help build a systematic evidence base.
We present here a brief overview of the experimental design we devised to address these questions and then present the background and rationale that motivated each major question. Participants read a randomized list of exemplars from various categories, with the top two exemplars from each category not presented so that false recall to them could be studied. All participants performed their first free recall task alone. Half then performed a second recall test in groups of three (collaborative recall), and half performed the second test alone (with nominal groups formed by combining the nonredundant recall output of three individuals' Test 2 scores). All participants then completed a final free recall test individually, and this performance was used to assess both postcollaborative individual recall and collective memory.
Collaborative Inhibition and Retrieval Organization in Group Recall
Perhaps the most counterintuitive key issue to emerge in collaborative memory research with young adults is the finding that collaborative groups consistently recall less than their potential. This phenomenon, known as collaborative inhibition (Weldon & Bellinger, 1997) , occurs when collaborative groups are compared with nominal groups (i.e., groups in name only that are composed of an equal number of individuals working alone). By nonredundantly pooling together responses made by at least one member of the nominal group, it can be seen that collaboration reduces the recall output of each group member that he or she may have otherwise produced while working alone. This is not due to social loafing or diffusion of responsibility (Weldon, Blair, & Huebsch, 2000) but rather arises because listening to other people's recall order during collaboration disrupts one's own retrieval strategies. Considerable evidence supports this retrieval disruption explanation of the collaborative inhibition effect in young adults. For example, collaborative inhibition increases as group size increases (Basden, Basden, & Henry, 2000; Thorley & Dewhurst, 2007) , likely because larger groups bring about more misalignments in the retrieval strategies. Collaborative inhibition is most consistently observed when retrieval tasks rely heavily on idiosyncratic retrieval strategies such as in free recall tasks (Barber, Rajaram, & Aron, 2010; Clark, Hori, Putnam, & Martin, 2000; Finlay, Hitch, & Meudell, 2000) , and it is reduced or disappears if participants can develop stronger retrieval organization (i.e., clustering of related information) that can withstand disruptive or distracting effects of responses given by other group members (Basden et al., 1997; Basden et al., 2000; .
Given the role of retrieval disruption in producing collaborative inhibition, there are many reasons to suspect that older adults might therefore be especially impaired when remembering collaboratively. For example, older adults are particularly susceptible to disruption and interference and less successful at ignoring distractions (Carlson, Hasher, Zacks, & Connelly, 1995; Hedden & Park, 2001; Spieler, Balota, & Faust, 1996; Yang & Hasher, 2007 ). But it is also possible that older adults-who typically recall less than young adults (Craik & McDowd, 1987; Zacks & Hasher, 2006) have less to disrupt during collaboration Takahashi & Saito, 2004) , and thus collaboration may not impair their recall to the same extent.
The empirical literature on collaborative remembering in older adults is modest. Of these studies, three tested only older adults and collectively showed that collaborative inhibition does indeed occur in older adults (Johansson, Andersson, & Ronnberg, 2000; Johansson, Andersson, & Ronnberg, 2005; Ross, Spencer, Linardatos, Lam, & Perunovic, 2004) . But these studies did not include young adult comparison groups and hence precluded conclusions about age differences. Two other studies compared young and older adult groups (Dixon & Gould, 1998; Gould, Osborn, Krein, & Mortenson, 2002) and showed age differences in levels of group recall but again precluded conclusions about age differences in the magnitude of collaborative inhibition as they failed to include nominal groups. Two recently published studies tested both young and older adults in both collaborative and nominal dyadic groups, and both showed that although older adults recalled less than young adults, they in fact showed no greater collaborative inhibition in recall than did young adults (Meade & Roediger, 2009; Ross, Spencer, Blatz, & Restorick, 2008) . One question of interest in the present study was whether collaborative inhibition seen in these two studies would remain age-invariant in situations that are known to produce robust levels of inhibition in young adults, namely with triads as group size and strangers as group members. Even among young adults, collaborative inhibition tends to be weaker or nonexistent when dyads (the smallest possible group) are tested (Basden et al., 2000; Meudell, Hitch, & Kirby, 1992; Meudell, Hitch, & Boyle, 1995) . Furthermore, familiar collaborators (friends or spouses) often use transactive memory, or division of labor, to develop shorter, nonoverlapping items to recall, which can lessen collaborative inhibition (e.g., Andersson, 2001; Andersson & Ronnberg, 1995; Andersson & Ronnberg, 1996; Ross et al., 2004) , thereby obscuring age effects. Thus, we tested whether age differences in the magnitude of collaborative inhibition would be detectable with larger groups composed of strangers.
To better understand the mechanisms underlying collaborative inhibition, we also examined the patterns of retrieval organization in recall as a function of age. Studies with young adults show that increased retrieval organization is associated with a reduction in collaborative inhibition (Basden et al., 1997 (Basden et al., , 2000 , consistent with the retrieval disruption explanation of collaborative inhibition. Poorly organized retrieval is more susceptible to disruption. The question then is whether older adults' recall would be impoverished only in quantity (as indexed by the expected deficits in episodic recall) or also in its organization.
Research findings on organization and structure of older adults' recall have been mixed (see Smith, 2006, for an overview; Taconnat et al., 2009 ) likely due to several factors, including how organization is measured, size of categories, and type of processing required. Older adults showed similar degrees of organization to young adults when the studied categories are sufficiently large, when organization was measured by category clustering rather than by order-based aspects, and when the to-be-remembered materials encouraged processing of relational and category information. We used categorizable study words with reasonably large numbers of members of each category and induced deep processing of information at study (see Brown-Whistler & Freund, 1993) . To the extent that older adults achieve preserved organizational clustering of study information, they may withstand the damage during collaboration that is associated with the increased susceptibility to disruption in normal aging, and thereby avert age-related deficits in collaborative recall. Such a finding would be consistent with prior work showing that although older adults' free recall and clustering performance is more negatively impacted than young adults by divided attention at encoding, both groups show similar levels of disruption in free recall and organization when attention is divided at retrieval (Park, Smith, Dudley, & Lafronza, 1989) .
Effects of Collaboration on False Recall
Collaboration can impact not only the quantity but also the accuracy of recall. On the one hand, collaboration may allow people to check their recollections and subsequently produce fewer intrusions as a result of collaborative "error pruning." On the other hand, collaboration can expose people to items that had not been presented but that a collaborator mistakenly believes were, in essence serving as a contaminating influence, as seen in the social contagion effect when people erroneously claim to remember events that were merely suggested in others' memory reports (Roediger, Meade, & Bergman, 2001 ). In fact, misinformation provided through social interactions is more influential in producing erroneous memory reports than misinformation originating from other sources (Gabbert, Memon, Allan, & Wright, 2004; Meade & Roediger, 2002) .
The findings on collaborative false recall in young adults have yielded mixed patterns due to a variety of reasons such as overall levels of false recall (Ross et al., 2008b) , the types of relationships among collaborators (French, Garry, & Mori, 2008; Peker & Tekcan, 2009; Takahashi, 2007) , the size of the collaborating group (Thorley & Dewhurst, 2009 ), the nature of study materials (Thorley & Dewhurst, 2009 ), or method of interaction during collaboration (Basden et al., 1997; Barber et al., 2010; Meade & Roediger, 2009; Thorley & Dewhurst, 2007; Weldon & Bellinger, 1997) . Evidence on this issue in older adults is sparse but likewise mixed (Meade & Roediger, 2009; Ross et al., 2008b) . As Meade and Roediger (2009) have noted, a reduction in collaborative false recall likely occurs with older couples (who might be comfortable correcting each other's errors) and a free-flowing method of collaboration that allows for discussion and mutual error correction, whereas an increase is likely with strangers (who might hesitate to correct each other) and a turn-taking procedure whereby group members take turns recalling words and do not have the opportunity to discuss or correct mutual responses. Studies with young adults point to the important role of the free-flowing procedure in reducing collaborative memory errors even when the groups consist of strangers (Barber et al., 2010; Thorley & Dewhurst, 2007; Weldon & Bellinger, 1997) . We therefore evaluate the effects of age on the propensity for collaborative false recall using groups that are strangers using a freeflowing procedure for collaboration.
Postcollaborative Individual Recall
Another question of interest in the present study is whether young and older adults experience similar or different after-effects of collaboration on subsequent memory tests. A growing body of research shows that despite suffering from retrieval disruption during collaboration, young adults show an increase in individual recall following collaboration (Blumen & Rajaram, 2008; Weldon & Bellinger, 1997 ; but see Finlay et al., 2000) . This increase exceeds hypermnesia, which is a net increase in recall accuracy from simply taking recall tests repeatedly (Payne, 1987) , and reflects a net benefit in reminiscence or gains (items recalled later but not recalled previously) over forgetting or losses (items forgotten later though recalled previously). These net improvements in postcollaborative individual recall additionally reflect reexposure benefits that result from hearing other members' recall outputs because such re-exposure essentially affords a second "study" opportunity (Blumen & Rajaram, 2008) . To what extent do older adults show similar benefits, and are there consequences, such as forgetting of responses made earlier individually? Our design enabled a targeted assessment of these issues for both correct and false recall.
Some evidence suggests that collaboration can increase subsequent false recall in older adults (Meade & Roediger, 2009 ). However, that study used a turn-taking procedure, which can increase false recall in collaborative groups, thus we explored this question with a free-flowing procedure that allows for errorpruning.
Formation of Collective Memories
Collaboration plays a critical role in another aspect of postcollaborative individual recall: the emergence of shared or overlapping memories that individuals develop as a function of collaboration and that shape the identity of an individual, known as collective memories (Hirst & Manier, 2008) . Within the cognitive domain, research on collective memory has only recently started and has focused on the emergence of overlapping memories (Coman et al., 2009; Cuc et al., 2006; Cuc et al., 2007; Reese & Fivush, 2008; Stone, Barnier, Sutton, & Hirst, 2010; Wang, 2008) . To our knowledge no published study has examined this phenomenon in older adults. Our three-sequential tests design readily allowed us to examine the extent to which older adults converge on one another's responses through the re-exposure benefits, the forgetting of their own responses, and the error pruning (see ) that can occur during collaboration such that members of a group come to share more overlapping memories if they previously collaborated than if they did not collaborate. Although older adults might develop collective memories with long-term friends and partners, a strong test of the effects of age in the formation of collective memories requires groups composed of strangers, as done in the present study.
Beliefs About Collaboration as a Memory Aid
The final key issue in our study concerns not people's objective memory performance as a function of collaboration, but their beliefs about the value of collaboration. Prior work on beliefs is limited, and the extant surveys show that although in the context of eyewitness memory people endorsed the view that separate memory tests would yield better memory (Magnussen et al., 2006) , in more general contexts both young and older adults viewed collaboration as more beneficial than working alone when the collaborator is someone they know well, especially a spouse (Gagnon, cited in Dixon, Gagnon, & Crow, 1998) . Thus, both age groups differentiated between the potential value and contributions of others based on varying levels of familiarity. Despite this positive view of collaboration, in healthy adults reliance on others was the least frequently reported of five probed memory compensatory techniques: reliance on others, use of external memory aids, increased effort, increased time, and internally generated mnemonics (Dixon et al., 2001) , reflecting perhaps some misgivings about the use of collaboration. The questionnaire in the present study builds upon past reports in an important way as we probed beliefs of both young and older adults who had just engaged in collaborative recall, and thus had recent experience where working with others in fact did not always help contributions during group recall. At the same time, people might experience benefits from re-exposure and error pruning, and from a sense of coming to a shared representation through collaboration. The question of interest was whether participants would consider collaboration as a helpful memory tool in light of the complex costs and benefits of collaboration tested in our design.
Method Participants
Young adults were 96 undergraduates (29 men, 67 women, 3 unspecified) from the northeast who participated for course credit or pay (18 to 27 years, M ϭ 20.25, SD ϭ 1.73, median ϭ 20). Older adults were 96 community-dwelling individuals (27 men, 69 women) also from the northeast region who participated for pay (66 to 92 years, M ϭ 79.15, SD ϭ 5.71, median ϭ 79). For each age group, 48 participants were tested in groups of three (16 collaborative triads), and 48 were tested individually (to later form 16 nominal triads). The older adults were relatively well educated and high functioning, with more years of formal education (M ϭ 15.38) than the young adults (M ϭ14.73), t (183) 
Materials
Stimuli were 72 words representing nine different categories, with eight exemplars per category (Van Overschelde, Rawson, & Dunlowsky, 2004) . The top two exemplars from each category (e.g., "chair" and "table" from category "furniture") were not presented so that their intrusions in recall (i.e., false recall) could be examined. Two different quasi-randomized orders of the 72 words constituted the study list, with a minimum of three trials between any two members of the same category. Four additional exemplars from an unrelated category appeared at the beginning and end of the list as fillers, and two additional exemplars from an unrelated category were used for practice trials. The words were presented via E ‫ء‬ Prime (Psychological Software Tools, 2002). A "Perceptions About Collaboration" questionnaire was created, with some questions derived from the Memory Compensation Questionnaire (de Frias & Dixon, 2005) and the Metamemory in Adulthood Questionnaire (Dixon, Hultsch, & Hertzog, 1988) . Twelve questions asked about how often respondents engage in collaboration in their everyday lives and what factors would make collaborative remembering helpful, harmful, or have no effect (e.g., size of collaborating group, age of the collaborators, relationship with collaborators) on everyday remembering tasks and on the specific word list recall task performed in the lab (see Table  2 & 3). Finally, the Nelson-Denny vocabulary test was used (Brown, Fishco, & Hanna, 1993) .
Design
This was a 2 ϫ 2 between-subjects design with age (older adults and young adults) and group type (collaborative and nominal) as independent variables. The test phase in each condition involved three sequential recall tests: IndividualIndividual-Individual (III) in the nominal condition or Individual-Collaborative-Individual (ICI) in the collaborative condition. The key dependent variables included group recall (collaborative or nominal), individual recall (when all participants recalled alone), recall intrusions, retrieval organization in group recall as well as in individual recall, and collective memory (overlapping items in postcollaborative recall).
Procedure
Participants were told they would perform several tasks, sometimes alone and sometimes in a small group. The encoding task was always completed individually. Participants rated a series of words for how pleasant they thought each was (1 ϭ very unpleasant, 3 ϭ neutral, 5 ϭ very pleasant), and were asked to remember them for a later test. Following two practice trials, the four filler and 72 critical words were presented one at a time for 5 seconds each, with a 3-second rating period between each word.
During a 5-minute distracter task, participants wrote down as many U.S. President's names as they could recollect. Next, three recall tasks were presented in succession for 7 minutes each, and participants were asked to write down as many words as they could remember. Participants completed Test 1 individually. For Test 2, half the participants in each age level were tested individually, and half were tested in groups of three. The members of the collaborative group were always strangers from the same age level (three young adults or three older adults). Participants tested individually for Test 2 constituted the nominal group condition (and were never within hearing range from each other during the recall task). The experimenter served as the scribe during Test 2 to equate the procedure across nominal and collaborative groups and ensured that the recall sheet was always clearly visible to all. In the collaborative condition, the three participants sat in a semi-circle around the experimenter and recalled as many words as they could, including words they had written on Test 1 as well as any additional items they could now remember. They were told that they would work as a group to do this task and resolve disagreements, if any, on their own. Following Test 2, all participants individually wrote down in Test 3 as many words as they could recall from the rating task. They were also told to include studied words that they themselves or another group member had provided earlier on either of the two tests. Next, they individually completed the Perceptions About Collaboration questionnaire, a demographic information sheet, and a standardized vocabulary task.
Results
Memory performance on each of the three recall tests was assessed by examining separately the proportion of items correctly recalled (out of the 72 presented items) and the proportion of nonpresented critical exemplars that were falsely recalled (out of 18).
Collaborative Recall: Performance on Recall Test 2
A key aim here was to assess whether correct and false recall in young and older adults would show similar patterns as a function of collaboration. Collaborative groups consisted of actual triads who worked together. Nominal triads were formed by grouping three randomly selected individuals and pooling their nonredundant responses. 1 A 2 ϫ 2 ANOVA of age (young adults, older adults) and group type (nominal, collaborative) on correct group recall showed that collaborative inhibition occurred in both age groups (middle columns, Figure 1 ). The nonredundant pooled recall of nominal triads was significantly higher (.72) than the group recall of collaborative triads (.64), F(1, 60) ϭ 0.78, MSe ϭ 0.09, p Ͻ .002. Young adults recalled significantly more (.72) than older adults (.63), F(1, 60) ϭ 13.44, MSe ϭ 0.11, p Ͻ .001, but there was no Age ϫ Group Type interaction, F(1, 60) ϭ 0.25, MSe ϭ 0.01, p ϭ 62. Thus despite older adults recalling less overall, collaboration costs were similar for both age groups.
Because young adults recalled more than did older adults, we also examined age-related differences in the degree of collaborative inhibition within the context of that age group's level of recall. Within each age group, Z scores were computed for each of the 16 collaborative triads by using the mean and standard deviation of correct recall for that same age group in the nominal condition on Test 2. There was no significant difference between young collaborative triads (M ϭ Ϫ.94) and older collaborative triads (M ϭ 1 T tests confirmed that the mean recall on Test 1 of the individuals in a given age group who were grouped into the nominal triads for Test 2 was equivalent to the mean recall on Test 1 of the individuals from that same age group who were grouped into collaborative triads on Test 2. The standard deviations were equivalent as well, as were the false recall rates. Another technique was also used to form nominal triads by rank ordering the recall performance on Test 1 of the individuals in a given age group who were subsequently tested in collaborative triads, rank ordering the recall performance on Test 1 of the individuals who were subsequently tested in nominal triads, and then matching the two groups based on those rank orderings (e.g., a collaborative triad composed of young adults with the 4th highest, 33rd highest, and 42nd highest Test 1 recall scores of the 48 young adults in the collaborative condition led to a matching nominal triad composed of young adults with the 4th highest, 33rd highest, and 42nd highest Test 1 recall scores of the young adults in the nominal condition). T tests confirmed the equivalence within each age group of the nominal and collaborative conditions in terms of their Test 1 recall performance, false alarm rates, and variability. Subsequent analyses based on each of these two techniques of forming nominal triads yielded the same patterns of significance when examining collaborative inhibition and false recall rates on Test 2, and hence for the sake of brevity, only analyses based on the randomly assigned triads are reported in the paper. 
Proportion Recalled
Nominal Collaborative Figure 1 . Proportion of studied items correctly recalled on each of the three recall tests as a function of age group and collaborative condition. Error bars indicate SE. Note: Test 1 and Test 3 performance is based on memory performance for each individual within a given age group and condition. Test 2 performance is based on nonredundant pooled responses within a collaborative or nominal triad. 
Postcollaborative Recall: Performance on Recall Test 3
Another key question of interest was whether older and young adults would show similar after effects of collaboration as a function of prior collaboration. A 2 (age: young or older adults) ϫ 2 (prior group type: nominal or collaborative) ANOVA on the proportion of studied items correctly recalled on Test 3 by each individual showed that young adults correctly recalled significantly more items (.49) than did older adults (.38), F(1, 188) ϭ 27.74, MSe ϭ 0.60, p Ͻ .001. Prior collaboration resulted in significantly higher Test 3 recall (.46) than did working alone in the nominal condition (.41), F(1, 188) ϭ 6.10, MSe ϭ 0.13, p Ͻ .01. Critically, young and older adults benefited equivalently from prior collaboration (far right columns, Figure 1) , with no significant interaction between age and prior group type, F(1, 188) ϭ 0.37, MSe ϭ 0.01, p ϭ .55. Thus, as with the collaborative inhibition effect and error pruning in recall, the impact of collaboration on postcollaborative recall is also not strongly impacted by age.
The false recall of nonpresented critical exemplars in individual recall in Test 3 (see far right columns of Figure 2) 
Hypermnesia, Re-Exposure, Reminiscence, and Forgetting: Changes From Test 1 to Test 3
Another way to examine the aftermath of collaboration is to examine changes in performance from Test 1 to Test 3, and our use of a baseline individual recall test made this analysis particularly informative.
2 Research on hypermnesia shows that in general, people exhibit net gains in the number of items recalled on later tests (see Payne, 1987) . Older adults do not always show such hypermnesia, and when they do, often show relatively less improvement than do young adults (e.g., Henkel, 2007; Henkel, 2008) . This pattern was replicated here in the nominal condition where all three tests involved individual recall. A two-way ANOVA of age group and test period on correct recall showed significant main effects of both variables, F(1, 94) ϭ 10.09, MSe ϭ 0.05, p ϭ .002; F(2, 188) ϭ 26.99, MSe ϭ 0.01, p Ͻ .001, respectively. Young adults recalled significantly more (.43) than did older adults (.35), and recall increased from Test 1 (.37) to Test 3 (.41). Further, a significant interaction was found, F(2, 188) ϭ3.71, MSe ϭ 0.01, p ϭ .03, and follow up comparisons showed that hypermnesia was greater for young adults (.41, .46) than for older adults (.34, .36) .
To what extent do changes in correct recall from Test 1 to Test 3 reflect re-exposure benefits, or the influence of collaboration over and above that observed with hypermnesia? It is important to examine two different critical aspects that constitute hypermnesia because the aggregate measure of hypermnesia can mask potential age-related variations in the extent to which collaboration leads to costs versus benefits in postcollaborative recall. Reminiscence or gains refers to the proportion of items that were not recalled on Test 1 but were recalled on Test 3, whereas forgetting or losses refers to the proportion of items that were recalled on Test 1 but were not recalled on Test 3 (Payne, 1987) .
Reminiscence: Gains from Test 1 to Test 3. A significant main effect of age was found on the proportion of items not recalled on Test 1 but recalled on Test 3, F(1, 188) ϭ 10.36, MSe ϭ 0.04, p Ͻ .002, with younger adults showing more gains (.13) than older adults (.11). A significant main effect of collaborative condition was also found, F(1, 188) ϭ 82.38, MSe ϭ 0.29, p Ͻ .001, with subjects who collaborated during Test 2 showing more gains (.16) than subjects who worked alone (.08). This finding replicates the cascading benefits of collaboration reported for young adults (Blumen & Rajaram, 2008; Weldon & Bellinger, 1997) . A significant interaction was also found, F(1, 188) ϭ 5.13, MSe ϭ 0.02, p Ͻ .02 (see Table 1 ). Young and older adults both showed an increase in gains following collaboration relative to having earlier worked alone. But for older adults the increase was less marked, demonstrating that the re-exposure benefits in older adults are attenuated owing to the age-related deficits widely reported in standard measures of individual recall (Zacks & Hasher, 2006) Table 1 ), thus older adults showed no greater forgetting as a function of collaboration than young adults.
Taken together, these findings suggest that collaboration produces re-exposure benefits in that it produces gains in recall above and beyond what occurs simply through hypermnesia, although it also has some negative consequences, as seen in the greater losses following collaboration. By and large, participants seem to gain items from having heard other participants recalling them during collaborative recall. Consistent with this conjecture, a separate analysis examining responses across all three tests periods showed that the proportion of recalled items that were not recalled on Test 1 but were recalled on Test 2 and on Test 3 was significantly higher when Test 2 was collaborative (.15) than individual (.04), F(1, 188) ϭ198.69, MSe ϭ 0.01, p Ͻ .0001.
Clustering Across the Three Recall Tests
Category clustering in recall was measured using the standard method of Adjusted Ratio of Clustering (ARC) Score (Roenker, Thompson, & Brown, 1971 ; see also Basden et al., 1997) . We used a conservative method where only the 72 presented items were counted as category instances (correct recall), whereas intrusions of the 18 nonpresented critical exemplars were not counted as instances of that category. ARC scores equal to 0 indicate clustering at chance levels, and scores closer to 1.0 indicate progressively above chance levels of clustering. In the nominal condition, ARC scores were computed based on individual performance on each of the three tests. In the collaborative condition, ARC scores were computed based on individual performance on Test 1 and Test 3 and based on triad performance on Test 2. There was a noticeable increase in ARC scores across the three tests for both young adults (.60, .66, .71 ) and for older adults (.59, .69, .75), and these rates (collapsed across group type) indicate increasingly above chance clustering. For the sake of economy, we report only significant effects.
On Test 1 recall, consistent with past research (Smith, 2006 ) young and older adults showed similar degrees of above-chance clustering (young ϭ .60, old ϭ .59). Thus, although older adults had lower recall, their recall was organized to the same extent as that of young adults. On Test 2 where participants engaged in either collaborative or individual recall, only the main effect of collaboration was significant. Thus young and older adults showed similar levels of clustering again (young ϭ .66; old ϭ .69), and those who collaborated showed less clustering (.64) than those who worked individually (.71), F(1, 187) ϭ 10.05, MSe ϭ 0.03, p ϭ .002. The finding that working in a group disrupted the organization that individuals might otherwise have attained when recalling on their own replicates previous research with young adults (Basden et al., 1997) . What was of particular interest was whether older adults would be especially disrupted, and they were not. No significant interaction was found, F(1, 187) ϭ 0.08, MSe ϭ 0.01, p ϭ .78. This finding, along with the equivalent ARC scores for young and older adults in Test 1 recall, explains why older adults do not exhibit greater collaborative inhibition despite poorer episodic recall. While older adults may recall less, what they recall is just as well organized in terms of clustering as young adults. As clustering organization is linked to the extent to which individuals might suffer from retrieval disruption and thereby recall less during collaboration (Basden et al., 1997) , the preserved organization in older adults explains why collaborative inhibition does not increase with age.
We also assessed whether prior collaboration might have a cascading consequence in disrupting organization on Test 3. A 2 ϫ 2 ANOVA examining the impact of prior collaborative condition and age group on ARC scores revealed that young and older adults again showed similar levels of clustering on Test 3 (young ϭ .71, old ϭ .75) and that the prior collaboration did indeed result in significantly lower ARC scores (collaborative condition ϭ .70; nominal condition ϭ .76), F(1, 187) ϭ 5.33, MSe ϭ 0.04, p Ͻ .02. The interaction was not significant, F(1, 187) ϭ 0.51, MSe ϭ 0.02, p ϭ .48, Thus, collaboration was disruptive to organization in postcollaborative recall, and equally so for both age groups.
The Formation of Collective Memory
Collaboration can shape the extent to which group members incorporate each other's responses into their own memory, and thus come to share more overlapping memories after collaboration than they did before, and this was assessed by examining whether people who had recalled collaboratively on Test 2 showed more overlap in their Test 3 individual responses than did people who recalled individually on Test 2. The proportion of studied words recalled by at least two of the individuals who had formed the collaborative or nominal triads for Test 2 out of all the words recalled by that triad was calculated separately for Test 1 (baseline) and for Test 3 as a measure of collective memory (see Cuc et al., 2006) and was examined in a 2 (recall period: Test 1, Test 3) ϫ 2 (group type: nominal, collaborative) ϫ 2 (age: young, old) ANOVA. As seen in Figure 3 , young adults overall developed more collective memories (.57) than did older adults (.45), F(1, 60) ϭ 18.36, MSe ϭ 0.02, p Ͻ .001. The effect of collaboration in promoting collective memories was illustrated by a significant main effect for group type, F(1, 60) ϭ 9.32, MSe ϭ 0.02, p Ͻ .001, which was qualified by the significant Recall Period ϫ Group Type interaction, F(1, 60) ϭ 56.39, MSe ϭ 0.01, p Ͻ .001. As expected, for participants who recalled individually on Test 2 (nominal group) the proportion of collective memories did not differ across precollaborative Test 1 (.46) and postcollaborative Test 3 (.48). Similarly, collective memories did not differ on precollaborative Test 1 across participants who later collaborated on Test 2 (.44) and those who were later in the nominal condition (.46). But critically, those who collaborated on Test 2 showed a significant increase in the proportion of collective memories on Test 3 (.66), which is evidence for the formation of collective memories as a function of collaboration. Important for the novel purpose of this study, there was no interaction with age, F(1, 60) ϭ 0.01, MSe ϭ 0.01, p ϭ .92, thus, collaboration promoted the formation of collective memories equivalently in young and older adults.
Beliefs About Memory and Collaboration
Our final question of interest concerned age-related differences in beliefs about the efficacy of collaborative remembering, and whether such beliefs were shaped by the recent experience of having worked collaboratively. Ratings for each separate question on the Perceptions About Collaboration questionnaire were analyzed in a 2 ϫ 2 ANOVA with age group and collaborative condition as between-subjects factors. Although for many questions there were significant main effects for condition, and some for age as well, none of the interactions were significant. For the sake of brevity, rather than list the results of the 10 2 ϫ 2 ANOVAs, means and standard deviations for all questions are reported in Tables 2 and 3 ; Ͻ and Ͼ symbols are used there to denote the patterns seen in the significant main effects.
How helpful is collaboration? Questions 1 and 2 asked participants to rate how helpful they found working in groups or alone on the memory task to be, and how helpful in general they view collaborative remembering to be on everyday life memory tasks such as trying to remember grocery lists or the names of state capitals. Both young and older adults gave significantly higher helpfulness ratings when they had been tested in the collaborative condition than when they had been tested in the nominal condition. Consistent with these patterns, partial correlations controlling for age examined the relation between the perceived helpfulness of working with others (Question 1) and actual memory performance. Significant positive correlations (p Ͻ .01) were found between helpfulness ratings and both Test 2 recall (r ϭ .25) and Test 3 recall (r ϭ .27) for people who actually collaborated, but not for those in the nominal condition for either Test 2 (r ϭ Ϫ.03) or Test 3 (r ϭ .01). Correlations between perceived helpfulness and recall rates for young adults were significant for both test periods (r ϭ .50 and .32), whereas for older adults, perceived helpfulness was positively correlated with Test 2 recall (r ϭ .26) but not Test 3 recall (r ϭ .13).
What age are the best collaborators? Responses here did not differ as a function of whether participants had been earlier tested in collaborative or nominal condition but instead reflected an ageism bias (Perdue & Gurtman, 1990 ). Young adults gave significantly lower ratings than older adults about what age group collaboration would be most successful with on word list memory tasks (Question 3). In fact, 95% of the young adults indicated that they believed collaboration would be most successful with people 20Ϫ30 years old. Older adults' responses were more split: 18% chose 20Ϫ30 year olds, 9% chose 30Ϫ40 year olds, 26% chose 40Ϫ50 year olds, 20% chose 50Ϫ60 year olds, 11% chose 60Ϫ70 year olds, and 8% chose 70Ϫ80 year olds (7% did not reply or chose multiple options). Similar results were obtained for collaborative remembering for everyday memory tasks (Question 4).
How many collaborators are best?
For questions about what size group collaboration would be most successful with on either word list tasks (Question 5) or on memory tasks found in everyday life (Question 6), both young and older adults gave significantly higher numbers when they had earlier been tested in the collaborative condition than in the nominal condition. Thus people who collaborated hold that more people would be even better than fewer people, and this is true for both young and older adults.
What kinds of relations lead to the best collaborating? Because of the nonordinal categorical response options to two other questions, data were analyzed with a 2 analysis (see Table 3 ). No differences were found as a function of whether participants had earlier been tested in the collaborative or nominal condition for either age group, but the young and older adults had differing opinions as to who collaboration would be most successful with, 2 (5) ϭ 157.61, p Ͻ .001. Over half the older adults claimed that equal success would be found regardless of the relationship, whereas little more than a quarter of the young adults chose this option. Instead young adults expected the most success with close friends. Similar patterns were found for the question focused on everyday memory tasks, 2 (5) ϭ 158.26, p Ͻ .001. Other views about collaboration. As seen in Table 2 , on Question 7, older adults showed significantly stronger agreement than did young adults with the statement that they prefer to remember things on their own without relying on other people, and on Question 10 older adults reported that they more frequently ask other people to help them remember things compared to 10 years ago. Of course, young adults are comparing themselves to remembering when they were adolescents, whereas older adults are comparing themselves to when they were in their 60s or 70s. No effects of prior collaboration occurred for either age group on Questions 8 and 9, which asked about how often respondents asked other people to remind them to do something in the future and how often they asked other people to help them remember things in general.
Discussion
Numerous lifespan psychology models examine optimization and compensation processes as adults age (e.g., Baltes, Staudinger, & Lindenberger, 1999) , and prior work has shown that older adults report increases in reliance on collaborators, use of external memory aids, and internally generated mnemonics, though reliance on others was the least frequently reported of the probed techniques (Dixon et al., 2001) . Collaboration could be a potentially useful tool for older adults in the face of declines in memory associated with normal aging, especially given that much of our learning and remembering occurs in a social context. However, relatively few studies have directly addressed the benefits and costs of collaboration for older adults. The present study is the first to comprehensively and simultaneously compare across young and older adults within one design collaborative inhibition in group recall and its relation to retrieval organization, the influence of collaboration on recall intrusions and on the cascading costs and benefits in postcollaborative individual recall in terms of gains, losses, retrieval organization, and collective memory, and the relation between the beliefs people hold about collaboration and their performance. Clear and consistent findings emerged: Although older adults correctly recalled far less than did young adults, both age groups exhibited similar costs and benefits of collaboration.
To begin with, we replicated the age-invariance effect in the magnitude of collaborative inhibition in group recall. In so doing, we extended this outcome to a larger group size with respect to past studies and established it in triads composed of strangers (as opposed to related members such as spouses). Furthermore, novel to our study, we secured this finding by first equating individual recall across nominal and collaborative conditions within each age group, and also normalizing it against the age-differences in episodic recall deficits that occurred. Thus, it is clear that older and young adults show comparable degrees of collaborative inhibition. Age differences, if they exist in collaborative inhibition, are minimal or are not easily detectable, which is interesting because older adults' susceptibility to interference (e.g., Hedden & Park, 2001) suggests that collaboration should be especially disruptive for them. However, there are other research findings consistent with the notion that older adults may not in fact experience greater collaborative inhibition than young adults. Although older adults can be especially susceptible to disruption when attention is divided at encoding, they are generally not more susceptible than young adults to interference when attention is divided at retrieval (e.g., Anderson, Craik, & Naveh-Benjamin, 1998; Park et al., 1989) . Given that collaborative inhibition is a retrieval phenomenon, the absence of age differences in the present study is consistent with such findings. In addition, the part-list cuing deficit in individual recall (Basden et al., 1997) is generally equivalent across young and older adults in episodic recall tasks (Andres, 2009; Marsh et al., 2004) . Because collaborative inhibition is assumed to arise from the same mechanism as the part-list cuing deficit, namely retrieval disruption, there should be minimal if any age differences in collaborative inhibition.
To explore this, we directly examined retrieval organization as it relates to collaborative memory performance in both young and older adults. Our results show that one reason that collaborative inhibition may be age-invariant is that despite age-related episodic recall deficits, older adults' retrieval organization is not deficient in some situations. Research shows that while older adults can be impaired at displaying preserved order effects in successive recalls, they usually perform equally well at clustering of related information during recall (Smith, 2006) . Our methodology specifically measured such clustering in recall through the use of categorized stimuli, as this measure is implicated in collaborative inhibition. Our findings thus provide a candidate explanation for the age-invariant nature of collaborative inhibition: When older adults develop sufficient clustering in recall, they are no more vulnerable to collaborative inhibition than are young adults.
Another key question of interest was how collaboration shapes memory errors in older adults. This was assessed both at the time of collaborative recall (Test 2) where group collaboration could potentially enable error pruning, and at the time of postcollaborative individual recall (Test 3) where the downstream effects of earlier group responses could shape the production of memory errors in individual recall. Past studies on older adults have produced mixed findings (Meade & Roediger, 2009; Ross et al., 2008b) , and our use of a free-flowing method of collaboration and collaborative triads composed of strangers rather than friends or spouses allowed us to disambiguate them. Our results showed that older adults were equally adept at using collaboration to prune false recall. Equivalent reduction in intrusions for young and older adults was observed both in collaborative group recall (Test 2) and in postcollaborative individual recall (Test 3).
Another benefit of collaboration was seen in postcollaborative individual memory. Although the memory gains through the reexposure effect from collaboration were lower for older adults (due to their general deficits in recall), such gains did occur. Further, the losses (or forgetting) on Test 3 as a function of disruption that occurred during prior collaboration did not increase with age. Thus, although the main cost of collaboration occurs in the form of retrieval disruption from which items bounce back on later recall tests, collaboration can also lead to some inhibition that results in postcollaborative forgetting (Coman et al., 2009; Cuc et al., 2007) . Important for present purposes, older adults showed no greater forgetting as a function of collaboration than young adults. Thus, collaboration can be an effective tool for older adults in as much as they can benefit from it within the constraints of age-related episodic recall deficits and, at the same time, are not disproportionately hurt by it.
We examined yet another consequence of collaboration on later memory about which little is known with respect to older adults, namely the formation of collective memory. Collaborative retrieval has the power to reconstruct the past in a such a way that collaborating members come to "share" more memories than they did before (Cuc et al., 2006; Coman et al., 2009; Hirst & Manier, 2008; Wertsch & Roediger, 2008) . This process may occur because of many components operating simultaneously-partners may relearn memories narrated by others, forget their own memories to align with others' representations, may correct each others' errors, or may even implant new memory errors (social contagion) into other's recalls . Our findings show that under controlled conditions the process of developing collective memories remains unaffected by normal aging.
Finally, in addition to these objectives measures of the effects of collaboration on memory, we included a survey on the beliefs people hold about memory and collaboration that captured young and older adults' beliefs after they had experienced both individual and collaborative recall. By and large, both young and older adults reported similar beliefs about the utility of collaboration on memory, and five main conclusions emerged. One, regardless of age people indicated collaboration to be more beneficial than remembering alone, a pattern consistent with prior findings . Two, regardless of age people believed that working with more people is even more helpful than fewer people for reaping the benefits of collaboration. Three, prior collaboration generally increased the likelihood that people reported collaboration to be more helpful than working alone, though the relation between belief and performance was stronger in young than in older adults. Four, older adults expected success in collaboration regardless of their familiarity with the collaborators, whereas young adults expected the most success with close friends as collaborators. Interestingly, long-term partners were not rated among the top choices with whom collaboration would be successful, as found in prior work . This may be because we provided the option of selecting "anyone" and because our participants actually worked with strangers prior to providing their responses. Finally, and somewhat surprisingly in light of the earlier points, older adults preferred working alone to working with others. Exploration of concerns about losing one's independence and views of selfworth and self-efficacy in conjunction with collaborative remembering would seem a worthwhile avenue for additional work, especially in conjunction with issues regarding stereotype threat, which can create additional problems for older adults in many everyday and laboratory situations.
Together, our findings on a comprehensive set of memory measures start to reveal why people continue to believe that collaboration is helpful despite widespread evidence that it disrupts and lowers individual contributions during collaboration, and that it can even cause some forgetting and disrupted retrieval organization. As our beliefs survey showed, people subjectively experience collaboration to be helpful under a variety of circumstances, and this experience holds true for older adults as well. As Ross et al. (2008b) have argued, even though couples recall less in collaborative situations, their subjective experience is based on the fact that as a couple the recalled information is much greater than what each spouse might have recalled alone, and in everyday life the practical value of this collaborative product is relevant. Our findings also demonstrate that collaboration can reduce memory errors (see also Ross et al., 2008b) , and further that it also produces postcollaborative memory gains, phenomena that would enhance the subjective experiences of collaborative benefits. Just as important may be the formation of collective memories measured in our study. Collective memories index the increase in the overlap in the way people represent their joint past. In as much as people need to align their perceptions, beliefs, and memories (Echterhoff, Higgins, & Levine, 2009) , the harmony gained from overlapping memories makes collaborative remembering a valued experience (see also Smith et al., 2009) .
Although certain basic cognitive mechanisms decline with age (e.g., episodic memory, processing speed), older adults possess greater social knowledge and abilities that allow them to function effectively in many situations (Blanchard-Fields & Kalinauskas, 2009; Carstensen, Fung, & Charles, 2003) . Age-related changes in emotion regulation and social competence may impact collaboration itself and perceptions of its costs and benefits. For example, older adults may be better attuned to the social dynamics that can promote benefits of collaboration (e.g., as seen in work on preference for different partners in collaborative problem solving tasks; Strough et al., 2002; Strough et al., 2008) . Consistent with this, our results showed that older adults viewed people across a wider range of ages and relationships as potentially useful collaborators than did young adults. Both young and older adults showed similar levels of agreement that collaborating with more people would increase success on recall tasks. Future research should further explore how age differences in emotion regulation and social competence may contribute to collaborative remembering, especially given other work showing some benefits for collaborating with long-time partners (e.g., Johansson et al., 2000) . As noted by Ross, Blatz, & Schryer (2008) , collaboration can be used to help compensate for age-related declines in memory and cognition in older adults in everyday memory situations and is a readily available resource.
In conclusion, our findings not only provide important theoretical insights into the nature of collaborative memory in normal aging, they also have implications for the practical utility of collaboration as a form of environmental support that can enhance older adults' life. In as much as older adults subjectively experience collaboration to be beneficial for memory and in as much as costs and benefits of collaboration on memory remain invariant in older adults, collaboration can be a useful tool for dealing with age-related declines in individual episodic recall. While these age-invariant effects of collaboration that occurred across a variety of memory measures are impressive, it is nonetheless important to bear in mind that age differences may well emerge under other contexts and variables that tap into age-related deficits, vulnerabilities, and biases. Such factors may include the proportion of likely intrusions (we limited such intrusions to only a few exemplars in our design), the relations between the collaborating partners, the goals and methods of collaboration, the ageism bias, susceptibility to suggestion, stereotype threat, and gender differences to name a few. The significance of the present study lies in the fact that its findings establish the core patterns related to the cognitive abilities that are preserved in normal aging, and thus provides a foundation for examining how the costs or benefits of
